TriangleSCI 2016

Highlights from the Scholarly Communication Institute in October 2016 - trianglesci.org and #TriangleSCI

by ScholComm Institute   a year ago

ScholComm Institute
@TriangleSCI

The social life of scholarly communication trianglesci.org/2016/09/09/the... Preview of #TriangleSCI 2016, starting in just a few weeks!

A YEAR AGO

UNCScholComm
@UNCScholComm

It's turning into a tradition here--a yearly, on-of-a-kind event #TriangleSCI twitter.com/TriangleSCI/st...

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Tetiana Yaroshenko
@yarosh1230

Going to #TriangleSCI 2016. Сподіваюся, Matthew не завадить!:-)

A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel
@rosariorogel

What do you mean by “scholarly communications”? trianglesci.org/faq/what-do-yo... vía @wordpressdotcom

A YEAR AGO

ScholComm Institute
@TriangleSCI

TriangleSCI starts tomorrow! Read more about it @ trianglesci.org/2016/09/09/the... and follow this list... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO
Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
Looking forward to #TriangleSCI and freely admitting I have NO idea what’s gonna happen twitter.com/TriangleSCI/st...

A YEAR AGO

Cameron Neylon
@CameronNeylon
@DonnaLanclos Can’t help but feel that’s half the fun of @TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

ScholComm Institute
@TriangleSCI
The theme for SCI 2016 is "Incentives, Economics, & Values: Changing the Political Economy of Scholarly Publishing"... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO

Dene Grigar
@dgrigar
@TriangleSCI I loved participating in @TriangleSCI last year and cannot wait to see what this year generates

A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel
@rosariorogel
Listos para #TriangleSCI ni #HurricaneMatthew nos podrá detener. Desde acá twits en español para la comunidiad hispa... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel
@rosariorogel
Apparently I’m the only Spanish speaker in #TriangleSCI So I decided to assign myself the task of tweeting in #Spanish @TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Rosario Rogel
@rosariorogel
Creo que soy la única hispanoparlante en @TriangleSCI Por tanto decidi asignarme la tarea de twitear en español con el hashtag #TriangleSCI

Rosario Rogel
@rosariorogel
Para saber quiénes participan en #TriangleSCI púchale acá, ahí están los temas y los participantes twitter.com/TriangleSCI/st...

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues
En route to a wet & windy @TriangleSCI and excited about all the #scholcomm work ahead. (Go Team #humetrics!) #TriangleSCI

Rebecca Kennison
@rrkennison
Very excited to be joining so many brilliant colleagues for @TriangleSCI. No idea what to expect, but sure it’ll be amazing! #TriangleSCI

Chris Long
@cplong
The rains have come and gone, now it’s time for #TriangleSCI. Looking forward to our conversations over the next 4 days.

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues
Just discovered the #trianglesci ice cream stash. Well that’s lunch settled then.
Badges are laid out and we’re ready to go for #TriangleSCI It’s on! pic.twitter.com/Po4FmPyDQG

Chris Long
@cplong

Over the next 4 days, watch here for discussion of #HuMetrics: Building Humane Humanities Metrics... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

Rebecca Kennison
@rrkennison

#TriangleSCI is almost feeling like a family reunion to me! So many people I do know, feel I know, should know — will soon know!
SCI 2016
Incentives, Economics, and Values: Changing the Political Economy of Scholarly Publishing

Scholarly Communication Institute

The Triangle SCI is supported by a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, and hosted by Duke University Libraries in partnership with UNC, NCSC, NCSU, the Triangle Research Libraries Network the National Humanities Center, and the American Council of Learned Societies.
Getting rolling with #TriangleSCI! Excited to be here with so many great folks.
pic.twitter.com/UAcryVDXOF
@tceles_B_hsup gives the opening remarks at #triangleSCI, where I will be tweeting from until Thursday pic.twitter.com/LfG8u9OuWk

LILLIAN RIGLING  @LILYRGLG  A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell  
@djp25

Great welcome from Will Cross underlining #TriangleSCI as a place to explore, to experiment, to fail. Indeed, a unique space in academia!

A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel  
@rosariorogel

We start the #TriangleSCI #ScholarlyCommunication meeting at Chappel Hill NC, @TriangleSCI Here @paoloman the man b... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel  
@rosariorogel

The best way to talk about #OpenAccess is with an #OpenSmile :@adaemmett @ATP_biodiv @yarosh1230 @TriangleSCI... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO
Good morning #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/SXWO8Gi5RO

Scholars & Publics
@DukeFSP

Follow #TriangleSCI today through Thursday for big ideas about public engagement and scholarship.

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

.@CameronNeylon kicking off #TriangleSCI the theme this year: Incentives, Economy, Values: Changing the Political Economy of Schol Pub.

UNCScholComm
@UNCScholComm

#TriangleSCI gives a rare opportunity to work in a focused way w/groups brought together to do the work. @CameronNeylon
Samuel Moore
@samoore_

Always nice to see photos of oneself from a year ago. I’m sure I’ll be wearing that perplexed look throughout the week #trianglesci

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

Commons, Communities, Scale. Not simple things like "public" or "private" or "academic" vs "commercial" #TriangleSCI

UNCScholComm
@UNCScholComm

Traditional #openaccess advocacy often pits private vs public. #TriangleSCI works outside that dichotomy. @CameronNeylon

Cameron Neylon starting us off right at the #TriangleSCI. Attention is a scarce resource. Happy to be starting! pic.twitter.com/dWwYcv0WL6
Rosario Rogel
@roseriorogel

@CameronNeylon Muchos pensamos q es una pena no trabajar siempre como queremos Reunir gente en periodos específico... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO

Chris Long
@cplong

Michael Nielsen: “Expert attention is the most scarce resource...” via @CameronNeylon #TriangleSCI Time for collaboration is vital.

A YEAR AGO

UNCScholComm
@UNCScholComm

One of the things that’s been most valuable to me about the #TriangleSCI is as a place to think about attribution & credit.

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

.@CameronNeylon #toptip for great papers with lots of impact: write a funny first footnote #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

Don't just be critical, be constructive, be generous @CameronNeylon #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues

.@CameronNeylon calls for generosity, sustainability, community at #trianglesci. It's as if @kfitz were in the room...

A YEAR AGO
Janneke Adema
@Openreflections

Excellence R Us: University Research & the Fetishisation of Excellence. @CameronNeylon @samoore_ et al. figshare.com/articles/Excel... #trianglesci

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

"WiFi in the Pergola" has to be someone's tribute band #TriangleSCI

Cameron Neylon
@CameronNeylon

#TriangleSCI If you want to see the footnote I mentioned. We thought it was funny anyway...
docs.google.com/document/d/1Z7...

Rebecca Welzenbach
@Rwelzenb

Don't worry: there's WiFi in the pergola. #TriangleSCI
Build sustainable communities in an environment where public-making is good for those communities

@CameronNeylon Construir comunidades sustentables donde la toma de decisiones sea un bien común #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/0Y0dD0hxMi

@ROSARIO ROGEL @ROSARIO ROGEL - A YEAR AGO

UNCscholComm
@UNCscholComm

We’re unlikely to see any more PowerPoint slides at the #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Thanks for this prompt, @CameronNeylon, to consider how to make our #TriangleSCI work public. #Humetrics pic.twitter.com/Gwe4ttZ0dg

- Chris Long @cplong - A YEAR AGO

Micah Vandegrift
@micahvandegrift

I’m following the Triangle ScholComm Institute this week. Had an amazing time there last year. Excited to see what... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

- @TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Chris Long
@cplong

A goal of #TriangleSCI for me: to see if we can use #Humetrics to cultivate habits of enriching scholarly practice.... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

- A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

suggested distinction between "sinister" and "evil" in the publishing world :) #TriangleSCI

- A YEAR AGO
Discussion of virtual people makes them sound like not-quite people when I'm pretty sure it means they're digitally present :) #TriangleSCI

Really excited to be at #TriangleSCI about political economy of scholarly publishing. Even introductions are fascinating.

Our #TriangleSCI #humetrics team stars @cplong (The Optimist), @simosacchi (Devil's Advocate), @rrkennison (The Gad... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

From @hcayless at #TriangleSCI "I'm kind of a liminal figure" I am *so* stealing that...

Listening to intros, the term "liminal figure" could apply to almost every person in this room. #scholcomm at the i... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

Halfway through introductions at #TriangleSCI & I already have a long list of #scholarlycommunications initiatives and orgs to read up on.
Cameron Neylon
@CameronNeylon

#TriangleSCI @djp2025 shoutout 4 kula.uvic.ca APC-free OA jrnls on knowledge communication & preservation. Talk to either of us!

A YEAR AGO

John Sherer
@jesherer

Lot's of provocative scholarly publishing talk going on at #TriangleSCI -- I'd encourage @aupresses to follow the tag this week.

A YEAR AGO

Nicky Agate
@terrainsvagues

For @TriangleSCI folks: @humcommons, the humanities #scholcomm network & #OA repository, opens to all in Nov. Info: news.hcommons.org

A YEAR AGO

Meredith G
@MeredithGoldsmi

From @rosariorogel: "In Latin America we’re not moving toward open access. Open Access was born in Latin America." @TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel
@rosariorogel

It sounds strange, but is true. For us in #LatAm #OpenAccess is the only way to be part of the global science conver... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO

Kevin L. Smith
@KULibDean

#TriangleSCI lucky to have economist and former KU Provost as part of a global group looking at an alternative to the APC.

A YEAR AGO
John Sherer
@jesherer
Astonishing diversity here at #TriangleSCI -- geographies, professions, perspectives, ages, institutions, disciplines...

Cameron Neylon
@CameronNeylon
@rosariosegel It's only really strange for those of us trained to believe everything important happens in the North Atlantic #TriangleSCI

Rosario Rogel
@rosariosegel
Yes indeed, @redescielo was create in Brazil in 1997 when #OpenAccess movement didn't start yet!... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

Chris Long
@cplong
Thank you, @DonnaLanclos, reminding us that institutions are the people who inhabit & enrich them.... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

Rebecca Kennison
@rrkennison
“[U]niversity without condition: the principal right to say everything ... to publish it.” - @EileenAJoy quotes Derrida #TriangleSCI

A. Townsend Peterson
@ATP_biodiv
#TriangleSCI #OpenAccess So why OA? Working on my research early a.m.. Needed a paper from Ibis, to which my insti... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...
Rebecca Kennison
@rrkennison

In #OA is global North APC obsession the “trumped-up trickle-down” economic approach? [paraphrasing @adaemmett] #TriangleSCI (HT @cplong)

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

love the idea of making visible and giving "credit" to the process of scholarship not just products @terrainsvagues #TriangleSCI

There are some things to be said for North Carolina in October #TriangleSCI @ Rizzo Conference... https://t.co/co5m76wdm9

There are some things to be said for North Carolina in October #TriangleSCI @ Rizzo Conference... instagram.com/p/BLY-f6-j1Mr/

Chris Long
@cplong

Our initial conversation of #Humetrics @TriangleSCI was wide ranging: from values to practices to products & metric... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

Daniel Powell
@djp2025

What is even the purpose of a scholarly edition? Excellent starting question here in our group at #TriangleSCI

Daniel Powell
@djp2025

Just looked up something random at #TriangleSCI about publication permissions and the first google link was by @AprilHathcock SCI represent!
Privileged to listen in on the #globalvoices group thinking hard on this gorgeous day #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/Oe3WlKswKw

@LILYRLGLG · A YEAR AGO
#TriangleSCI #HuMetrics group hard at work brainstorming products, practices, process, values, and, yes, metrics. pic.twitter.com/aFlIDkrcUr

@RRKennisn - A YEAR AGO

**Donna Lanclos**
@DonnaLanclos

How about building an academic darknet where we hide people's stuff @EileenAJoy
#TriangleSCI

@ - A YEAR AGO

**Rosario Rogel**
@rosariorogel

#OpenAccess faces multidimensional challenges: says @ATP_biodiv in #GlobalVoices group
#TriangleSCI twitter.com/lilyrglg/status...
The beautiful gardens of #RizzoConferenceCenter encourage partnership. I want to stay here forever!! #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/iL0XdzCN3G

@ROSIOROGEL · A YEAR AGO

A. Townsend Peterson
@ATP_biodiv

#TriangleSCI What if schol publ were a big global repository with journals = editors + reviewers giving peer-review, but not publishing?????
#triangleSCI #northcarolina #almostsummer instagram.com/p/BLZe5EjV1u/

TETIANA YAROSHENKO @YAROSH1230 · A YEAR AGO
#TriangleSCI even the butterflies love the conversations and company here in Chapel Hill! @ATP_biodiv @rosariorogel pic.twitter.com/iFLgppDbV

@ADAEMMETT - A YEAR AGO

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues

The #HuMetrics team is blogging our #TriangleSCI on Medium. twitter.com/terrainsvagues...

A YEAR AGO

Stacy Konkiel
@skonkiel

“Enriching vs. corrosive values in academia: which do our current metrics serve?”
medium.com/@skonkiel/enri...#humetrics #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Chris Long
@cplong

We are writing publicly along the way re: #HuMetrics. Here is @terrainsvagues on metrics and values:... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...
"Who are you speaking for & who do you think is listening?" @CameronNeylon's question is a good one for us in #humetrics to ask #TriangleSCI

@Openreflections
#TriangleSCI Social integration for the distributed commons: our Googledoc: docs.google.com/document/d/1nA... Do contribute!

@cplong
From Metrics to Values @TriangleSCI with @jasonrhody @terrainsvagues @simosacchi @rrkennison... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

@terrainsvagues
Follow the #humetrics conversation on Medium: medium.com/tag/humetrics/... @TriangleSCI

@simosacchi
I just published “First day at #TriangleSCI working with the #humetrics team.” medium.com/@simosacchi/fi...

@terrainsvagues
Part of our work day at #TriangleSCI twitter.com/cplong/status/...
A. Townsend Peterson
@ATP_biodiv

#TriangleSCI If the papers are managed like a journal, great, but the peer review is the key element. Without that, ... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

I want to work in #DukeUniversity ❤️ TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/RuLZRxCZOQ

ROSARIO ROGEL @ROSARIOROGEL · A YEAR AGO

jasonrhody
@jasonrhody

I just published “Scales of Measurement and the Public Good” medium.com/p/scales-of-me...

@TriangleSCI · A YEAR AGO

Chris Long
@cplong

“Enriching vs. corrosive values in academia: which do our current metrics reinforce?” by @skonkiel #TriangleSCI medium.com/@skonkiel/enri...

A YEAR AGO
“Scales of Measurement and the Public Good” by @jasonrhody #TriangleSCI medium.com/@jasonrhody/sc...  
A YEAR AGO

“The Value of Openness” by @rrkennison #TriangleSCI medium.com/@rrkennison/th...  
A YEAR AGO

context context context is key, says the anthropologist #HuMetrics #TriangleSCI : medium.com/@jasonrhody/sc...  
A YEAR AGO

Dean @cplong in Chapel Hill, NC this week at the #TriangleSCI institute studying #Humetrics. Follow along... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...  
@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO
Clustering #humetrics values at #TriangleSCI. Next stop: mapping practices to values. pic.twitter.com/K56GAYTfaR

Chris Long
@clong

Getting peripatetic with the #Humetrics team @TriangleSCI @skonkel @simosacchi @rrkennison @terrainsvagues... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

Rosario Rogel
@rosarioogle

I'm proud to be in the same room with Rebecca Kennison @rrkennison and realize how #OpenAccessNetwork works @OA_Network thanks #TriangleSCI

hszi
@hszi

"Sustainability = profitability, not survival." Need to support (unknown) future needs of small society humanities jrls. #TriangleSCI
The practices of scholarship. What are we missing? #TriangleSCI #humetrics pic.twitter.com/reBmgVH3Vl

NICKY AGATE @TERRAINSVAGUES @TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO
First "plenary" discussion getting underway with the Global Voices team leading the conversation at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/A070cr61CC

@SCHOLCOMM INSTITUTE @TRIANGLESCI - A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

When is where you have published more important than your name? @ATP_biodiv
#TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

Legislation appears to be key factor in successful #OA environments in global South #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

Players in global #OA : journals, and also scholars. Different trajectories, different stories #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO
APCs can be toxic in the context of global scholarship #TriangleSCI

If your salary is 360 dollars per year, you’re not publishing in PLOS at $2K per paper @ATP_biodiv #TriangleSCI

"Just having to ask [for a waiver] is a barrier." Re APCs and the global south. #TriangleSCI

Global dimension of Open Access project presentation at #triangleSCI 2016 @ Rizzo Conference...
Nicky Agate
@terrainsvagues

The Global Access team at #TriangleSCI proposes an equalizing repository populated by research approved/peer reviewed by relevant journal

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

.@EileenAJoy talking about Open Library of the Humanities and also @ubiquitypress #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025

Not sure what to make of the elision between publishing as skilled labour and publishing as large conglomerate business at #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Camille Thomas
@afrofuturistlib

Looks like there is some very cool stuff going on at @TriangleSCI this week! A lot of comprehensive discussions. #scholcomm

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

journals.plos.org/plosone/artic... #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel
@rosariosrogel

I'm agree, and if your salary is in pesos or reales is much more difficult publishing in any journal with #APC... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...
Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

So, why not just start using #SciElo for everything? Prestige matters #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

How do we de-center prestige arguments? #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

Libraries need to be part of this conversation, they have infrastructure and occasionally funding #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025

What I'm hearing is that co-op, scholar owned, society administered scholarly publishing is the way to go. #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

The fact is this shift is happening, in part because it has to happen. Listen to libraries talking about what's happening #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

We have state and federal policy around #OA around the world, we also have those incentives in the US, that can shift things #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO
"Researchers think the most important thing is to write abroad" @rosariorogel Get Global N to submit to Global South journals #TriangleSCI

Some of this requires Global N researchers to expand their notion of where their scholarship needs to land #TriangleSCI

I feel like we need to unpack the term 'international' here. #TriangleSCI

I like to talk abt "the house jrn of the US Assoc Adv Sci" and the "British, journal of general science called Nat... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

Remember we're talking about distributed commons and connected scholarship here: docs.google.com/document/d/1nA... #TriangleSCI

These jrnls aren't in any meaningful sense "international". They feature mainly North Atlantic rsrchrs doing NA focussed rsrch #TriangleSCI
A. Townsend Peterson
@ATP_biodiv

When the institution pays too much attention to metrics like impact factors, rather than real impact on knowledge a... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025

I guess you forgot that 90 or so of them are the graves of slaves owned by the Barbee family?... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

Gravestone in foreground, Rizzo Centre in background. #TriangleSCI #everythinghasahistory pic.twitter.com/RBohU3fkBX

DANIEL POWELL @DJP2025  @TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO
We got lucky with the weather. Enjoying beautiful sunny cool fall days at #TriangleSCI @RizzoCenter pic.twitter.com/T13geEWcK0
Quick walk in the DuBose House gardens after lunch @RizzoCenter for #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/f730VVfitW
Ready to get back to work now in the meeting area of @RizzoCenter for #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/WXlq2Z9F4B

@SCHOLCOMM INSTITUTE @TRIANGLESCI - A YEAR AGO

Paolo Mangiafico
@paoloman

Here's where I am this week. Brilliant people, diverse perspectives, great conversations, abundant food. Follow alo... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

@A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

Oh look I'm talking with my hands #shock #surprise #TriangleSCI twitter.com/TriangleSCI/st...

@A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

Hey @terrainsvagues we'd like to find the #HuMetrics folks to chat where you hiding? #TriangleSCI

@A YEAR AGO
Lillian Rigling
@lilyrglg
I keep wanting to share this article with groups at #TriangleSCI academia.edu/17732944/Unpac... via @academia
A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
Looking at MLA Commons commons.mla.org #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Продовження дискусій на #triangleSCI @ Rizzo Conference Center instagram.com/p/8LbwyNzjEZ4/
TETIANA YAROSHENKO @YAROSH1230 - A YEAR AGO

C@ameronNeylon
@CameronNeylon
@lilyrglg Intrigued how these do/don't map onto Fecher & Friesike's five discourses of #openscience book.openingscience.org/basics_backgro... #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO
There's a whole bunch of data on how these programs did & didn't help that frustratingly we never released when I w... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

"Influence vs. impact: which are humanists really trying to achieve?" - more thoughts on #TriangleSCI and #humetrics medium.com/@skonkiel/infl...

Interesting that the global-local tension keeps coming up in different contexts at #TriangleSCI "My place in my network"

Щоб бути ще мудрішими: кава-брейк на #triangleSCI @ Rizzo Conference Center instagram.com/p/BLb0THYDFtr/

TETIANA YAROSHENKO @YAROSH1230 - A YEAR AGO
Rebecca Kennison
@rrkennison

What should we value? “Values within scholarship rather than values of scholarship,” argues @DonnaLanclos #TriangleSCI

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues

The first of today's #humetrics blog posts, on what we mean by impact, comes from @skonkiel. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/skonkiel/statu...

Chris Long
@cplong

The distributed commons requires scholars have a Domain of One's Own. We @CALmsu are focusing on this:... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues

Learning about diasporafoundation.org at #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Crafting Your Digital Scholarly Presence buff.ly/2dJxvaD #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/dUbysJKiTK

CHRIS LONG @CPLONG · A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025

Telling, I think, that groups so far at #TriangleSCI are implicitly & explicitly arguing for decentralised solutions to scholcom issues.

A YEAR AGO

Rebecca Kennison
@rrkennison

Could @SHARE_research be used to solve for networking problem currently inherent in the distributed commons? @ORCID_Org’s role? #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

C@meronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

@djp2025 "Distribution begets centralisation" to channel @gbilder for a moment :-D #argumentsforoverdrinks #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Daniel Powell
@djp2025

There is no single ‘solution’ to the digital future of scholarly comm. So how to balance intelligibility with specificity? #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Stacy Konkkel
@skonkkel

FOMO is def a driver for joining ResearchGate and Academia--RG has played upon this by auto-creating profiles for researchers #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Stacy Konkkel
@skonkkel

Active users is a big issue for these sites--many sign up and quickly abandon their RG and Academia profiles. #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Ada Emmett
@adaemmettt

Is 'short-termism' hovering in the room? Comments during our plenary discussion on the "distributed commons"... #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Patrick Alexander
@publisher2b

@cplong Scholars create web presence to live out loud scholarly lives in the online communities that matter to them. #TriangleSCI 2016.

A YEAR AGO
Social Integration for the Distributed Commons team leading afternoon discussion at #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/wXtSRfOE0x

Nicky Agate
@terrainsvagues

Humanities Commons is about content, sure, but it's first and foremost about fostering community, collaboration, access #trianglesci

A YEAR AGO

Stacy Konkiel
@skonkiel

If we want "impact stories" over metrics, we need to be able to articulate, then teach machines to track, impt impact contexts #trianglesci

A YEAR AGO

Nicky Agate
@terrainsvagues

And a/synchronous conversation too! Future dev: discuss content; interoperability w/ IRs, social media, etc.... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...
Chris Long
@cplong

 Somehow I feel like we are asking what the design of the scholarly record should be in a digital age. #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

C@meronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

@skonkiel Do we? Or would assisted authoring, gathering evidence objects and let scholar structure narrative be easier? #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Stacy Konkkel
@skonkiel

@CameronNeylon certainly easier now, but I'm hopeful that in a few years, machines could do the heavy lifting for us. #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Stacy Konkkel
@skonkiel

Point now being made that access to underlying data that supports narratives is impt, be even narratives can lie/misrepresent #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Ada Emmett
@adaemmett

@CameronNeylon On the Commons: Commons of/in conversations (including with those not yet born) and/or Commons of contexts? #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

C@meronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

@skonkiel I guess question for me is whether the construction of context is an important part of scholarly claim itself #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
@TriangleSCI How Twitter Changed My Life – ProfHacker - Blogs - The Chronicle of Higher Education chronicle.com/blogs/profhack...

A YEAR AGO

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues
Curate yo'self! That's the secret thread of #scholcomm. #trianglesci

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
outputs vs outcomes vs impacts @CameronNeylon #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
Where outcomes= things that are based on outputs, but impacts= larger changes in the world coming from outcomes @CameronNeylon #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025
From SCI Alum @AprilHathcock : aprilhathcock.wordpress.com/2016/09/27/mak... #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues
“Who is the ‘we’ of the future?” ... Speculative fiction obsessed mind about to break... #triangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
DH in the Anthropocene, from @nowviskie: nowviskie.org/2014/anthropoc... #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Who is the "we"? #TriangleSCI I recommend @AprilHatcock's recent blog, aprilhatcock.wordpress.com Making the local global...

A YEAR AGO

I just published “On Quality” medium.com/p/on-quality-1...

@TriangleSCI - A YEAR AGO

On Collegiality: buff.ly/2dJKnO3 @jasonrhody @terrainsvagues @skonkiel @rrkennison @simosacchi #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/QsAVpuOmmo

CHRIS LONG @CPLONG - A YEAR AGO
Nicky Agate
@terrainsvagues

At @NatlHumanities, Robert D Newman telling some harsh truths (& echoing many #TriangleSCI concerns & aspirations)... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

Chris Long
@cplong

#TriangleSCI twitter.com/rrkennison/sta...

Nicky Agate
@terrainsvagues

"We are a culture of rigor, and pluralism, and innovation, and excellence." — @NatlHumanities' Robert D. Newman #TriangleSCI

Daniel Powell
@djp2025

Thoughts (my own) prompted by Don Waters @TriangleSCI: co-ops and alliances are the future realignment of scholcom. #TriangleSCI

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

@djp2025 @TriangleSCI "it's the collaboration, stupid"

Daniel Powell
@djp2025

Centralised resources are easily bought by large companies. Resiliency, decentralisation, and sustainability go hand in hand. #TriangleSCI
Anali Perry
@grumpator
Wish I was there! twitter.com/TriangleSCI/st...

A YEAR AGO

#TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/1N4V9QYQiK

DONNA LANCLOS @DONNALANCLOS · A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025
@DonnaLanclos @TriangleSCI But complex, involving the spectrum from the individual to national. #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Dene Grigar
@dgrigar
@TriangleSCI I loved my experience last year at the event. Enjoy! @TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Everybody, I think the National Humanities Centre needs some DH fellows stat. #TriangleSCI
[Link to Twitter]

@DJP2025 - A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025

But man that building is great, and the people are lively. #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Simone Sacchi
@simosacchi

Have you seen @jasonrhody? #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
"We are in the midst of a wholesale restructuring of scholarly communication," says @djw0952 #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/1yjdXWjkR

Chris Long @CPLONG - A YEAR AGO

When the humanities meets scholarly communications...in the bar #TriangleSCI @ Rizzo Conference... https://t.co/KRUcqHRpZ

When the humanities meets scholarly communications...in the bar #TriangleSCI @ Rizzo Conference... instagram.com/p/BLcZ2SjlxZ/

Cameron Neylon @CAMERONNEYLON - A YEAR AGO

Nicky Agaté @terrainsvagues

@cplong Cookie dough in the freezer by 381 #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Simone Sacchi @simosacchi

. @terrainsvagues @jasonrhody @cplong @skonkiel here (finally) the blog post ;) #TriangleSCI #humetrics twitter.com/simosacchi/sta...

A YEAR AGO
Gonna need instructions from my social media-savvy colleagues as to how to tweet from Medium (and, well, OK, how to... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO

Saw @simosacchi's post, now following #TriangleSCI #humetrics conversation. My chapter here may be helpful: ubiquitypress.com/site/books/det...

A YEAR AGO

On Openness by @simosacchi buff.ly/2e5PAKO #humetrics #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/PQVXogOw7A

CHRIS LONG @CPLONG - A YEAR AGO

Today's pomodoro-ish post on my team's work at #TriangleSCI, where we're thinking through metrics in the humanities. twitter.com/terrainsvagues...

A YEAR AGO
Simone Sacchi
@simosacchi

I am usually too much of a Twitter person but it is kind of addicting when working on great project in the open #TriangleSCI #humetrics

A YEAR AGO

Simone Sacchi
@simosacchi

@ekansa yes thanks! ...and BTW @CameronNeylon is here at #TriangleSCI as well!

A YEAR AGO

Simon Kerridge
@SimonRKerridge

Lots of great looking work at #SCI2016 follow it on #TriangleSCI including #humetrics ... "Sensible" metrics for the humanities

A YEAR AGO

Rebecca Kennison
@rrkennison

#TriangleSCI twitter.com/SimonRKerridge...

A YEAR AGO

Ada Emmett
@adaemmett

@rosariorogel A walk in the gardens @ #TriangleSCI, birds, flowers, spiderwebs, and this lovely lady! It's a new da... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel
@rosariorogel

Wow! Thank you @adaemmett is a great picture!!! 😍#TriangleSCI twitter.com/adaemmett/stat...

A YEAR AGO
Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

#TriangleSCI Here's the correct link for our Distributed Commons working document: drive.google.com/open?id=1nAe2f...

A YEAR AGO

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues

ICYMI (I posted it late last night), here’s my #humetrics post on Community as a Humanistic Value medium.com/@terrainsvague... #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Simon Kerridge
@SimonRKerridge

.@terrainsvagues good to see that "preservation" has added into the #humetrics mix #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

experimenting with annotating my own blog with @hypothes_is as a thought experiment for #TriangleSCI donnalanclos.com

A YEAR AGO

C@meronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

@simosacchi @ekansa And having a great time. Lots of fascinating discussions and ideas emerging! #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Discussions continue at #triangleSCI @ Rizzo Conference Center
instagram.com/p/BLdzkOvD5yz/

TETIANA YAROSENKO @YAROSH1230 · A YEAR AGO
Building a Sustainable Digital Edition Ecosystem team leading the discussion at #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/51qOgPvtQ3

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

"People may be the problem but people are also part of the solution" :) #TriangleSCI

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

Incentives for participating in publishing co-operatives? "Survival" #TriangleSCI

UNCscholComm
@UNCscholComm

The standards of authoritative documentary editions need to be supported but also need to evolve. #TriangleSCI
Really appreciate the attention being paid across the teams to community, identity, the human issues shot through scholcomm #TriangleSCI

btw here's what a @hypothes_is editing of something I wrote looks like, jisc.ac.uk/inform-feature... #TriangleSCI

@dkernohan I can do that! Interesting conversations at #TriangleSCI teasing these apart and contrasting "excellence", "quality" & "arete"

Building Digital Edition Ecosystem #TriangleSCI @Rwelzenb @hcayless @julia_flanders @oleblanc @rdarrellmeadows... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

another ecosystem! #TriangleSCI twitter.com/rosariorogel/s...

I think Journals are more usefully thought of as markers of identity rather than units of publishing #TriangleSCI
A journal is a club. Communities need journals.

If we take that arg then how does that relate to digital edition discussion? Who is the community/identity(s)?

IMO this is the strength of a federated model rather than a centralised repository.

More on the #oa Publishing Cooperative study from @JohnWillinsky: oa-cooperative.org

Excellent, let's shift away from talking about journals to talking about people, scholarly societies.
Cannot escape thinking about Steve Martin's Let's Get Small youtu.be/WPgurvy6MIU #TriangleSCI

DONNA LANCLOS @DONNALANCLOS - A YEAR AGO

Nicky Agate
@terrainsvagues

What are the organizational pain points of small scholarly societies and how could a consortium help? asks @s2ceball's team at #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
#SmallSocieties #HumanitiesJournals #TriangleSCI @mgoldsm01649111 @publisher2b @s2ceball @UNCPressOSPS @rrkennison pic.twitter.com/ITGvWdArFA

@ROSARIO ROGEL @ROSARIO ROGEL - A YEAR AGO

@sarah v melton @WorldCatLady

@DonnaLanclos @TriangleSCI yes! sometimes i’ve talked folks out of a strict “journal” and into something more nebulous like a place for +

@A YEAR AGO

@sarah v melton @WorldCatLady

@DonnaLanclos @TriangleSCI ...communities to share resources, which may or may not look like publishing

@A YEAR AGO

@Daniel Powell @djp2025

All consortia, all the time. Take back the means of production comrade!! #TriangleSCI

@A YEAR AGO
Chris Long
@cplong
@terrainsvagues @s2ceball for @ancientphil it’s banking, tax exempt, budgeting, conference planning, website & social media #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues
#triangleSCI @cplong @s2ceball: @pkp want to know if there's interest in further work on Open Conference Systems pkp.sfu.ca/2016/09/27/com...
A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
To what extent do we have a responsibility to ask small societies to think about their life choices when they "want a journal" #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025
Scholarly societies are often defined by inertia, in my experience. Sometimes to the good, sometimes, not so much. #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025
Which does mean that when courses do shift, it can be a powerful driver for systemic disciplinary change. #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

C@meronNeylon
@CameronNeylon
@DonnaLanclos ...or even they "want a society". What is important aspect of disciplinary identity that these things provide? #TriangleSCI 1/2
A YEAR AGO
@DonnaLanclos ...and to what extent could that be provided by new models, particularly with appropriate infrastructures #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

I do think community identity & boundaries are crucial for scholarly work. But how can it be simultaneously inclusive? #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

What are the design principles for viable scholarly communities that don’t necessarily depend on the society/journal model? #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

"Service model" for supporting scholarly societies is back to same distinctn btwn infrastructure & explicitly surfacing labour #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

the "let's start a band" model of forming a scholarly society #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

admitting you need help is the first step, y'all #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Do we really need to have something labelled "the study of x" in a journal or society to make research topics seem possible? #TriangleSCI

Let's think about What, So What, and What Next? #TriangleSCI

In era of big data, love projects that challenge scale of the “public good” in which a public can be 10 people rather than 10k #TriangleSCI

Nope, but that's how we've done it for centuries. #TriangleSCI twitter.com/DonnaLanclos/s...

An example of how this works in an adjacent space #TriangleSCI twitter.com/saul/status/78...

.@Bali_Maha you might be interested in the conversation @rosariorogel et al are having around a global scholarship... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...
Rosario Rogel
@rosariorogel

#GlobalVoices at #TriangleSCI discussing if it is possible to built the #GlobalUtopianRepository (don't you love th... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

@ A YEAR AGO

jasonrhody
@jasonrhody

Useful for the Global group? New article on @scholarlykitchen: "World Article Publishing Illustrates Regional Values" #TriangleSCI

@ A YEAR AGO

Attempting to visualize The Thing #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/XSjDKnBZy1

@ DONNA LANCLOS @DONNALANCLOS · A YEAR AGO
Conveying the possible outcomes of this tool, connection of content, of networks, awareness of self #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/S279ArNF6k

DONNA LANCLOS @DONNALANCLOS · A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos @DonnaLanclos

#HuMetrics team talking about the values of a scholarly life well-lived #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

CameronNeylon @CameronNeylon

"What does it mean to lead a scholarly life well?" @cplong and #HuMetrics group at #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Samuel Moore @samoores

Aristotelian HuMetrics: What might it look like to live a scholarly life well? #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Don't begin with what can be measured, but with what we value as a scholarly community
#humetrics #TriangleSCI

@cplong framing the HuMetrics conversation #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/DNrqILHG8r

"metric" is not neutral they are always representative of values @jasonrhody #TriangleSCI

I wonder if it would be easier to get away from "metrics" and "measuring" to talk about
"expressing" or "evidencing" values? #TriangleSCI
"reclaiming excellence" as being about practive (not product?) @terrainsvagues #TriangleSCI

If self-care is part of collegiality, also can't just be up to individual to "take care" but to institution to provide care #TriangleSCI

@DonnaLanclos Agreed but we started here with the question of individual praxis not institutional construction/behaviour? #TriangleSCI

HuMentoring? #TriangleSCI

I like the notion that some of this=describing the becoming of a scholar (into a mentor, into a kind of scholar) cc @daveowhite #TriangleSCI

Remembering the qualitative evals at UCSC, they were largely discontinued because so labor intensive #TriangleSCI
Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

qualitative evaluation of human attributes takes time and expertise, how will institutions provide that time and training #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

The drive towards the quantified self is in a context of HE drive to "efficiency" and "assessment" that context will persist #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

jasonrhody
@jasonrhody

@DonnaLanclos agree. mentoring ex very (for lack of better phrase) HR-oriented, which is why we want help w/ another category #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

always sometimes :) #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025

Cruelty and Kindness in Academia: chroniclevitae.com/news/1572-crue... #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

OK, it occurs to me that dignity is an important underlying value, a human value that isn't always enacted in academia #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Samuel Moore
@samoore_
HuMetrics sound like commoning: how we can look after the relationships, processes and structures that make up the commons #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
You can assign value/worth to work, but every human person has value and dignity as a human being #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
There's another version of this conversation that's about valuing "service" as scholarship, also thinking about how gendered #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

DPI
@WVU_DPI
The Digital Publishing Institute at @wvuLibraries is excited to post its inaugural tweet from @TriangleSCI - #OA #DH #scholcomm. Follow us!

A YEAR AGO

Daniel Powell
@djp2025
The theme of this year's #TriangleSCI : changing culture is hard.

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
So, do #humetrics evaluate emotional labor? #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
HuMetrics team leading the afternoon conversation at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/Wbypet2Os9

@SCHOLCOMM INSTITUTE @TRIANGLESCI · A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

So the assumption seems to be that we reward stuff we can measure. What if we start from a "dignity" base regardless of metrics #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

CameronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

@DonnaLanclos Dignity, generosity, and the creation of social affordances to knowledge objects (sociality?)? #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

.@terrainsvagues Is measurement the way to institutionalize these values? How else would this happen? #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

OK, no, I’m not on board with quantifying the qualitative. This is my beef with the way a lot of people use NVivo #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

C@meronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

I’m wondering whether "instrumenting" is better than "quantifying". The quant/qual dichotomy doesn’t seem the core issue #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

This feels like a disagreement about unit of analysis. Institutions need to be evaluated, = an institutional culture thing #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Kate Bowles
@KateMfD

This morning I’m just following @DonnaLanclos. There’s more than enough there to be going on with. #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

C@meronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

"I can't give tenure to a group" @cplong nails what I think might be the key conclusion here #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Penny Andrews
@pennyb

@CameronNeylon Nooooo, instrumentalising things is exactly how we end up here...it’s still count and compare. #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Of course tenure is a very North American thing. In other systems groups are appointed collectively so it can be done... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

@DonnaLanclos That has, in fact, been largely the focus of most of our conversations. #TriangleSCI

I disagree that humanities need to figure out a way to quantify themselves to demonstrate values #TriangleSCI

The solution to "you are what you measure" problems isn't necessarily to agree, and find more stuff to measure #TriangleSCI

@DonnaLanclos I feel like we keep getting trapped in quant/qual "measure" discussion rather than evidence to support decisions #TriangleSCI

Here is a rough translation: "If we cannot count what is important, then we end up counting things that are not important... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...
@CameronNeylon @DonnaLanclos THIS. So easy for conversations to get side-tracked by focus on evaluation. #TriangleSCI

@DonnaLanclos maybe not evaluate, but certainly provide evidence so it can be rewarded when it occurs #TriangleSCI

@skonkiel @CameronNeylon @DonnaLanclos Rather than more evaluation, we’re looking to shift incentives to better align w/ values #TriangleSCI

#TriangleSCI twitter.com/picardtips/sta...

@ekansa Since I have spent the last week at @TriangleSCI, I have to say that everything you say here has been in my mind ... a LOT.
I am still completely "fascinated" by certain American interpretations of Italian food 🍜 #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/AWmo2MphJ1

SIMONE SACCHI @SIMOSACCHI · A YEAR AGO
#TriangleSCI #shoetweet #boottweet pic.twitter.com/F6yb0sRO3x

@DONNA LANCLOS · A YEAR AGO

Ondine LeBlanc
@oleblanc

I am sure there must be a metaphor in this vid (from Rizzo gardens) for the sharing & generation of ideas at... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO

@هَا_بَالِي Maha_Bali
@Bali_Maha

This! Becoz we r more obsessed w counting than w what's important. Thx @rosariorogel #TriangleSci twitter.com/ATP_biodiv/sta...

A YEAR AGO

@هَا_بَالِي Maha_Bali
@Bali_Maha

@KateMfD @DonnaLanclos i realized a little late but YES. Thanks Donna for pointing me to #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
That problem where you're writing a talk but last week has had SO MANY IDEAS from smart ppl & you want to put *all* of them in #TriangleSCI

I've jotted down some thoughts on “Changing Behavior by Changing Incentives” and why #HuMetrics matter: medium.com/@rrkennison/ch... #TriangleSCI

If #TriangleSCI ppl are around & interested I’m giving a talk at UNC today at 1530. Some themes may be familiar :-) sils.unc.edu/events/2016/ne...

Global Voices team with final touches on our global commons idea! #TriangleSCI @rosariorogel @ATP_biodiv @yarosh1230 pic.twitter.com/hCJORxic8C
The lovely @yarosh1230 contemplating our final 'global voices' commons idea #TriangleSCI, @rosariorogel @ATP_biodiv pic.twitter.com/5vLushZ7RE
Our visualisation of "The Thing" #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/I50YojApwx

JANNEKE ADEMA @OPENREFLECTIONS · A YEAR AGO
Our excellent 'global voices' team @yarosh1230 @rosariorogel @ATP_biodiv wrapping up four days at #TriangleSCI! Yay! pic.twitter.com/wpO6mvSnaJ

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
Presentation Time at #TriangleSCI

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
Focus on People, not Publications! #yay #TriangleSCI

Lillian Rigling
@lilyrglg
Small societies reinvent the administrative wheel every few years, making it tough to transition to #openaccess #TriangleSCI
@s2ceball calls out "administrivia" omg yes #TriangleSCI

@hszi talking about avoiding "administrivia" and focusing on the intellectual work in small scholarly societies. #TriangleSCI

I just really appreciate the humanistic, collective approach that all teams are framing the work of scholarship within #TriangleSCI

"We started with the solution to the wrong problem" such an important realization #TriangleSCI

Could a consortium make small societies more #sustainable? And could this lead to making #openaccess more feasible? #TriangleSCI

+1 #TriangleSCI twitter.com/DonnaLanclos/s...

Awesome first presentation at #TriangleSCI #micdrop
sustainable digital edition ecosystem group now #TriangleSCI

from the awesome @s2ceball @MeredithGoldsmi @bain_selbo @publisher2b and John McLeod @UNCPressOSPS! #TriangleSCI twitter.com/lilyrglg/status...

Never underestimate the value of a #checklist. Group 2 proposes helpful #toolkit/checklist/decision tree for digital editions #TriangleSCI

again a segue from tasks and checklists to community building around scholarly publishing projects #TriangleSCI

desire for an organic set of practices grounded in the work people need to do, not top-down directions #TriangleSCI

sharing, aggregation, transcending boundaries, all accelerated and made more diversely possible with digital tools and places #TriangleSCI
Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

Appreciate the idea that we set things up so sharing and coming together of scholars and scholarships can=new unexpected work #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Cameron Neylon
@CameronNeylon

Theme of change grounded in practice (& needs) of communities at the centre. Theory grounded practice. Practice grounded theory #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

#humetrics team next! #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

effective practice is cultivated over time @cplong #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Cameron Neylon
@CameronNeylon

"A scholarly life well lived can only be lived in enriching communities" @cplong at #TriangleSCI #humetrics

A YEAR AGO

Chris Long
@cplong

Can we develop more humane indicators of thriving colleagues in enriching communities of practice? #Humetrics... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO
@hszi
A scholarly life well-lived can only happen in enriching communities #humetrics #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
Occurs to me that #humetrics are making a Truth and Beauty argument for the motivations of scholarship #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
"indicators" as language that eschews neoliberal language around evaluating education and scholarship @cplong #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Lillian Rigling
@lilyrglg
What are the humane indicators of a successful scholarly life? Not our current metrics. #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Cameron Neylon
@CameronNeylon
@DonnaLanclos To be fair, that does seem what one should expect from the Platonist :-) #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Cameron Neylon
@CameronNeylon
More seriously actually this seems an argument focussed on what an "enriching community" can be made to work in practice #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO
conversations about syllabi as scholarship, like publishing an article is @terrainsvagues #TriangleSCI

...and that seems more than a simple truth and beauty argument. It may recast *arete* as an attribute/practice of *community* #TriangleSCI

Reminded that some faculty don't have open syllabi bc they live in states where legislators might try to police class content #TriangleSCI

All aspects of scholarly existence should be = with publishing an article (e.g. #openness #diversity #accessibility of syllabi) #TriangleSCI

@DonnaLanclos An important point. And part of a consideration for how we can (or cannot) interact with "the public." #TriangleSCI

taking syllabi as body of scholarship that can be evaluated for particular indicators of scholarly practice #humetrics #TriangleSCI
Chris Long
@cplong

Yes, developing a richer and more nuanced (and very ancient) idea of excellences is critical to the #Humetrics ende... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

Lillian Rigling
@lilyrglg

Can't wait to read #humetrics group's publication on values. #TriangleSCI

C@meronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

Throw away "when you cite a lot you're giving a lot credit" is interestingly questionable & surfaces serious issues of counting #TriangleSCI

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

values framework as something to be applied to scholarship, discussions, connected with #altmetrics @terrainsvagues #TriangleSCI

Chris Long
@cplong

As @terrainsvagues mentions, more research is needed: tweet us suggested readings at #humetrics. #TriangleSCI

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

.@CameronNeylon I like the idea of assigning less to increase engagement tho #TriangleSCI
@DonnaLan clos Ah. So many things to think abt from your #TriangleSCI stream! Thanks for documenting! *off to follow/learn abt #humetrics*

@CameronNeylon
@DonnaLan clos Recent article looked at fractional counting for citation networks. Changes structure. doi.org/10.1016/j.joi.... #TriangleSCI

@S imone Sacchi
@simosacchi
@DonnaLan clos @cljennings stay tuned! We will be working in the open and welcoming feedback throughout the process #humetrics #TriangleSCI

@Lillian Rigling
@lilyrglg
As a Grad Assistant @uoftlibraries I researched #humanities and #metrics, always looking for something like #humetrics #TriangleSCI
Concluding discussions at #TriangleSCI as teams report out on their projects pic.twitter.com/a8uuDYI9bK

SCHOLCOMM INSTITUTE  @TRIANGLESCI - A YEAR AGO

Cameron Neylon
@CameronNeylon

Huh. This has just come full circle. So the end point of our team from last year was to argue there is more space for... #TriangleSCI 1/2

A YEAR AGO

Rebecca Kennison
@rrkennison

Thanks so much for the amazing feedback from the #TriangleSCI cohort on our nascent #humetrics project! Keep the thoughts and ideas coming!!

A YEAR AGO

Lillian Rigling
@lilyrgig

Next up, Social Integration for the Distributed Commons #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
...asserting abundance in places we think we are subject to scarcity economies. Is "an enriching community" same argument? #TriangleSCI 2/2

@CameronNeylon

Rebecca Kennison
@rrkennison

@CameronNeylon Not dissimilar, methinks. #TriangleSCI

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

Part of our motivation was to move towards emphasizing processes of scholarship, rather than buckets of content #TriangleSCI

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

"breaking free from Platform-based thinking" @Openreflections #TriangleSCI
Vigorous discussion of impact, metrics and values of the humanities at final session of #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/Ry8KjVT6UA

@KULIBDEAN - A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos (@DonnaLanclos)
our networks are our scholarship cc @bonstewart @Openreflections #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos (@DonnaLanclos)
Here’s our slidedeck drive.google.com/open?id=0B2n5... #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Nicky Agâte (@terrainsvagues)
So, so helpful. Thank you so much @paoloman & all the folks at @TriangleSCI for giving us the space to work through... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

A YEAR AGO
Lillian Rigling @lilyrglg
We live in the #platformsociety, but that's not always the solution #notaplatform #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos @DonnaLanclos
reminder our working doc is here: drive.google.com/open?id=1n Ae2f... #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos @DonnaLanclos
Our intention is not to compete with the commercial sites, but to offer alternative ways of being a scholar online #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

hszi @hszi
Talking Hypothes.is at #TriangleSCI @hypothes_is

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos @DonnaLanclos
We don’t care about scale, that’s not what makes this useful #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Rebecca Kennison @rrkennison
One thought: One possibility for stitching together “the commons” might be @SHARE_research, which has open API. #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Nicky Ag@te @terrainsvagues
The focus of all our #humetrics work (and so much more work to come) here at #TriangleSCI twitter.com/cplong/status/...
@lilyrglg

#TheLayer sounds like the name of a new horror movie, but is actually an idea for connecting different nodes of scholarship #trianglesci

@simosacchi

Adding myself to this thread: these 4 days have been an amazing opportunity and foundations for future work!... twitter.com/i/web/status/7...

@djp2025

@onthename This group at #TriangleSCI talking about distributed commons for identity management is proposing smthng similar to your timeline

@micahvandegrift

Can’t wait to see the final blogs/reports from #TriangleSCI. I plan to incorporate your ideas from this week into my daily work.

@CameronNeylon

Some elements here that relate back to old ideas. It never worked then, but maybe with today’s tech? cameronneylon.net/blog/a-small-f... #TriangleSCI

@lilyrglg

@DonnaLancllos: 2 people annotating a doc together are engaging in a #scholarly community. Doesn’t need to be on a grand scale #trianglesci
Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
Friendfeed: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FriendFeed @CameronNeylon #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Lillian Rigling
@lilyrglg
Last up, Global Voices. #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues
All this talk leads me to invite #triangleSCI to the open review of new #curateteaching essays on digital pedagogy: digitalpedagogy.commons.mla.org
A YEAR AGO

jasonrhody
@jasonrhody
Interesting (and nice) to see shift in many conversations at #TriangleSCI from *scale* to *right-sizing*
A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
Global Scholarship Repository #Utopia @rosariorogel :) #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos
"You even have to pay for metrics" --the lowest blow @ATP_biodiv #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO

ᵀⓡ Gr.getOwnProperty Steel
@McDawg
@DonnaLanclos It was such an amazing platform until Facebook killed it off. @CameronNeylon #TriangleSCI
A YEAR AGO
appreciate @ATP_biodiv reminding us different communities of scholars have different relationships to things like pre-prints #TriangleSCI

What would a global scholarly commons look like without current “private taxation” system? #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/KLQvzRm6q4

#MoneyTalks #moremoneymoreproblems #TriangleSCI
#triangleSCI @ Rizzo Conference Center [instagram.com/p/BLggv1rDMvQ/](https://instagram.com/p/BLggv1rDMvQ/)

[@YAROSHI230](https://twitter.com/YAROSHI230) · A YEAR AGO

---

**Donna Lanclos**
@DonnaLanclos

whole lotta communalism/communism coming out of #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

---

**Nicky Ag@te**
@terrainsvagues

Love the idea of Global Scholarship Commons, but it's still fetishizing the journal article as the ne plus ultra of #scholcomm #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
#triangleSCI current model of publishing is like #burningmoney pic.twitter.com/lfvD5vN1UV

LILLIAN RIGLING @LILYRGLG · A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

I prefer the scholarship and scholar to be the unit of relevance rather than the journal, if talking about scholarly content #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Rebecca Kennison
@rrkennison

Radical provocation from #TriangleSCI #GlobalVoices: Do we need journals to communicate? Would not "global scholarship commons" be better?

A YEAR AGO

Cameron Neylon
@CameronNeylon

I do feel like we've been missing proper full scale Marxist intervention at various stages. Would have liked more labour theory #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
Also critique of Marxist angle. Turns out seizing the means of production is neither as easy as some think nor as successful #TriangleSCI

Next steps for global voices may be discussed at openaccess.ku.edu/symposium/#KUOASymp16. #trianglesci

Global Voices group breaking it down @ #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/GiZKNDYYGw

Symbol in the middle obviously stands for #OpenAccess. #duh #TriangleSCI twitter.com/terrainsvagues...
Dont conflate all piracy with pessimism. Projects like @aaarg very important to reconceive scholarship #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/q0wG05X34w

@terrainsvagues ...and I was told that the central symbol stands for Open Access :D #TriangleSCI

@CameronNeylon @JopieNet @Stew @altmetric @paulwouters indeed I'm also following #TriangleSCI (or trying to!) #humetrics
Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

@CameronNeylon quoting @EileenAJoy around publishing being "public making"
#TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

I think @CameronNeylon just admitted that #scholcomm needs more social scientists working on this :) alert @aisher #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

.@s2cebball speaks to need for institutional support (financial and otherwise) for this work, not just grant funded #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Donna Lanclos
@DonnaLanclos

.@cplong talks about need we collectively have to develop and support development of #digitalcapabilities cc @Lawrie @jamesclay #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

C@meronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

@DonnaLanclos ...and humanists :-) #TriangleSCI @aisher

A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel
@rosariorogel

@simosacchi @terrainsvagues I love the new #OpenAccess symbol ;) @ATP_biodiv @adaemmett @yarosh1230 #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO
@EileenAJoy "publishers matter" and are important partners in scholarship #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Yes, folks are lining pockets w/the products of our research. But also w/our data. Which is why we need to shape our metrics #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

“Publishers take scholarship and turbocharge it,” observes @EileenAJoy, but needs to be taken back by and into the academy. #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

Wonderful 4 days at #TriangleSCI. Such a privilege to meet so many amazing people and hear their amazing ideas as an #earlycareerlibrarian!

A YEAR AGO

@cplong Let's be even more intentional about keeping track of these past and present conversations @TriangleSCI #TriangleSCI

A YEAR AGO

That's gonna be the end of my #TriangleSCI tweets for now. Thanks so much @TriangleSCI for a great experience and excellent opportunities

A YEAR AGO
Paolo Mangiafico
@paoloman

It was a pleasure to host #TriangleSCI this week - loved making so many new friends, and learned so much. Safe travels as you all head home!

A YEAR AGO

Paolo Mangiafico
@paoloman

Thanks especially to @djw0952 and @MellonFdn for making #TriangleSCI possible, & my @TriangleSCI colleagues for help in planning and hosting

A YEAR AGO

Allen Press
@AllenPress

Lots of interesting tweets from #trianglesci this week storify.com/TriangleSCI/tr...

A YEAR AGO

Departing for home after an enlivening #TriangleSCI with many inspiring colleagues, including the #Humetrics team! pic.twitter.com/Jc0zsoODuP

CHRIS LONG  @CPLONG  A YEAR AGO
Rosario Rogel  
@rosariorogel

@paoloman @djw0952 @MellonFdn @TriangleSCI ¡Muchas gracias! ¡Ha sido una magnífica experiencia!

A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel  
@rosariorogel

Regreso a México muy agradecida por la oportunidad de compartir experiencias #TriangleSCI @TriangleSCI @paoloman @CameronNeylon @rrkennison

A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel  
@rosariorogel

Gracias al maravilloso equipo #GlbalVoices en #TriangleSCI Kamal, David @adaemmett @ATP_biodiv @yarosh1230

A YEAR AGO

By the way, here one of the main conclusion of #GlobalVoices team at #TriangleSCI @adaemmett @ATP_biodiv @yarosh1230 pic.twitter.com/SBzME9U05w

ROSARIO ROGEL  @ROSARIOROGEL  A YEAR AGO
“Changing Behavior by Changing Incentives” by @rrkennison medium.com/@rrkennison/ch... #Humetrics #TriangleSCI

Thanks to everyone at #TriangleSCI for sharing ideas, thoughtful feedback, & a lot of laughs, esp my fellow #humetrics team members.

All the love right back at you, @jasonrhody, team #humetrics, and #TriangleSCI twitter.com/jasonrhody/sta...

@djp2025 the URL is sktimeline.net if folks @TriangleSCI want to check it out. Very beta still, it shows what can come out of SCI

Global Voices in Developing a Sustainable, Equitable Open Access Future trianglesci.org/tag/global-voi... #openaccess

The essence of #humetrics team work at #TriangleSCI “Nurturing Fulfilling Scholarly Lives” @cplong medium.com/@cplong/nurture... #scholcomm #oa
The days at #TriangleSCI with #humetrics have been one of the most engaging fulfilling intellectual exercise as a researcher and librarian

we hope to begin to reshape the conversation about metrics around the values of enriching scholarly practices and the communities in which they thrive

#Humetrics team’s goal post- #TriangleSCI: “Nurturing Fulfilling Scholarly Lives” by @cplong medium.com/@cplong/nurtur... pic.twitter.com/INHB3rQQI

Eloquent recap of our work at #TriangleSCI — and our goals going forward. Onward! twitter.com/OA_Network/sta...
Nurturing Fulfilling Scholarly Lives buff.ly/2dQmQHD #Humetrics #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/pnEiKAhPJE

CHRIS LONG @CPLONG - A YEAR AGO

Nicky Ag@te
@terrainsvagues

“The Syllabus as Scholarship” — #humetrics at #TriangleSCI medium.com/@terrainsvague... cc @cplong @rrkennison @jasonrhody @skonkiel @simosacchi

A YEAR AGO
In this edition of the Long View Blog, Dean @cplong writes about his experience with #Humetrics at #TriangleSCI cal.msu.edu/about/longview... pic.twitter.com/Szb9t8akfh

MSU ARTS & LETTERS @CALMSU · A YEAR AGO

jasonrhody
@jasonrhody

"Syllabus as HuMetrics Case Study" medium.com/@jasonrhody/th... #humetrics #TriangleSCI @cplong @rrkennison @terrainvagues @skonkel @simosacchi

A YEAR AGO
What do #TriangleSCI #HuMetrics team & @opensyllabus have in common? Lots! buff.ly/2dYHGVL buff.ly/2dYJbmk cc @jjkaraganis pic.twitter.com/DWUbvmAbxX

@OPEN_ACCESS_NETWORK @OA_NETWORK - A YEAR AGO

Rosario Rogel
@rosariosrogel

Post about #TriangleSCI n Spanish thanks to @InfoTecarios @adaemmet @ATP_biodiv @yarosh1230 @paoloman @TriangleSCI goo.gl/9Oc1hE

A YEAR AGO